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Raised in a quiet family from a little
town in the south of Italy, Enrico quickly

found music thanks to his nerdy-
attitude surfing the internet, some of
his closest friends, and Pat Metheny’s

shows his father brought him to. 
After his friends grew up taller than
him, seeing no future in basketball

apparently, he picked up the guitar at
the age of 13, studying the classical
repertoire and rocking out Metallica

and Led Zeppelin in his bedroom until
he discovered two recordings by

Django Reinhardt and Charlie Parker.
He immediately fell in love with jazz but

had to find it somewhere else,
travelling towards the end of High

School to Austin, TX, where he could
find the blues, and a Big Band to start

his experience with. 
After finding out that’s what he wanted

to do, he moved to Den Haag the
Netherlands to study at the Royal

Conservatory, graduating Cum Laude,
and hasn’t stopped travelling ever

since, back and forth from New York,
Italy, Spain with friendship through

music and a deep love for jazz as his
motto. 

He has toured and won many prizes as
a leader and he’s a very active

musician internationally, with a fresh
and soulful sound, compositionally

inspired and true to the jazz tradition. 
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit.

Sed cursus lorem sed iaculis
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Of his latest projects, Common Ground (Zennez Records, 2023) is a swinging
hammond quartet featuring Pietro Mirabassi on Tenor Saxophone, Arno Krijger on
Hammond Organ and Eric Ineke on the drums, the legendary sideman of jazz
heroes such as Dexter Gordon, George Coleman or Ben Webster. The repertoire is
entirely composed by Enrico.

Electric Nuts (A.MA Records 2023) it’s a crossover project featuring Matthijs
Geerts on keys and bass synth and Egidio Gentile on drums, and explores the
sounds of electric instruments through compositions and arrangements that build
a bridge between rock, jazz and dance music.

His debut album as a leader, Social Music (A.MA Records 2019), is a celebration
of friendship through music and Enrico’s view of the art as a social experience,
together with his friends Félix Rossy on trumpet, Gadi Lehavi on piano Giulio
Scianatico on Double Bass and Andrea Niccolai on Drums he tells his stories
through authentically inspired, broadly influenced jazz compositions. The record
has gained acclamation and has been featured as “Record of the Month” by
“Musica Jazz”, among many international features. 

MUSICAL ADVENTURES

Enrico also participated as a sideman in different projects, as well as two
recordings: “New Home” (POCLANOS 2021), a wonderful original project by the
Korean bass player and composer Jackson Sang Geun Lee and “Tough Future”, by
the incredibly talented Italian alto player Elias Lapia, released in 2023. His
network of collaborations and] musical adventures is expanding every single day. 



VIDEO
IN CONVERSATION WITH ERIC INEKE

COMMON GROUND LIVE - PIED FRIES

ELECTRIC NUTS LIVE- IN THE HOUSE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gVMfhwcRs0k&t=1s&ab_channel=EnricoLeNoci
https://youtu.be/I4HNJ_e6wjg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i2Bf7Quhr4o&ab_channel=EnricoLeNoci


Uk Vibe

Peter Bernstein
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https://www.instagram.com/nuts_guitar/?hl=it
https://www.facebook.com/nutsguitar/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCMEKezUsGDchbsogjA-kXTg
https://open.spotify.com/artist/0BhrxFVNhyWmXhPXjrgJB1

